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Abstract - Myanmar historical literature was classified into three categories (1) stone inscription, (2) historical records, (3) 

pyui, (4) ekhyan. Alaungpara recorded inscription the Hngetpittaung of Bagan in1757 A.D., in orders that there was building 

of monastery and prohibiting the taking of animal life within a radius of 500 tas.Hsinbyushin (1763-1766 A.D.) recorded 

inscription on dedication of lands to Shwezigon pagoda within a cave north-east of the Shwezigon pagoda. Baganmin (1857 

A.D.) recorded Mahalokaranthi inscription within Mhamuni pagoda barren on erection of pagoda and donated the slaves. 

Mindonmin erected three basket of Pitaka inscription within Mahalokamarazein walls. In 1787 A.D. Badonmin established 

Yadanabonkyaw monastery inscription within Mahamuni walls in order to build monastery and donate slaves. In 1810 A.D. 

Mg PaungChaungekhyan  addressed to a royal child extolling the glory ofancestors was composed by ShwetaungNandamrik. 

There was Paleiksarekhyan of U Phyaw, Mayor of Paleik town. Anotherclassical song, Minnanseeekhyan was composed by 

Twin thinmingyi. The most salient records are Assam winning record and record of Chinese Ambassador’s arrival. In 1849 

A.D., Abirukapyui was composed by MinhlayazarKyawhtin. In 1827 A.D., in Kuthapyui composed by Shin 

ArdeiksaWuntha of Monyway contained many historically evident facts.Ohnmardanipyui composed by 

Mahaminhlamingaung consists of no evident facts of history but it consisted of social facts. Sandakennaripyuithit composed 

by Mayor of Sawhla-MinhlayazarKyawhtin U Shwe Chit in 1850 was expressed as hundred and one ethnic races different 

from Kuthapyui of Monyway monk. He composed Banlatiyapyui in 1792. 
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Myanmar historical evidence may be classified into 

four categories (1) stone inscription, (2) historical 

records, (3)ekhyan.and (4)pyui. I want to express the 

facts recorded in some stones inscriptions. 

Alaugmintaya had made a stone inscription in 1757. 

He had made building of monastery and prohibiting 

the taking of animal life within a radius of 500 tas. He 

commanded that the five letters abhayaddnawas 

added to the inscription on the Hngetpyittaung seal 

and that the officials and other inhabitants of Bagan 

and Nyaungu shall, on pain of severe punishment, 

refrain from indulgence in intoxicating liquors and 

drugs, and from taking any animal life or capturing 

any animal, within a radius of 500 tas of His 

monastery at Hngetpyittaung. This command was 

given through Zeyayanaung, Governor of Bagan, on 

Saturday, 4th waning of Tabodwe, 1119 

Sakkaraj(1757A.D.).sinbyushin (1763-1766A.D.) had 

established an inscription within a cave north-east of 

the Shwezigon pagoda. He dedicated lands to 

Shwezigon pagoda. This inscription is founded by 

command of His Majesty King Hsinbyushin in order 

that the Religion might last 5,000 years, and in order 

that the meritorious deed performed by his ancestor 

King Thihathu might last for all time. This pagoda 

which enclosed a shrine made of six slabs of emerald 

obtained through supernatural power exercised by the 

theras and king of nats , together with a number of 

sacred relics ,gold and silver flowers, and precious 

gems, and placed at Pinya, a short distance east of 

Ava , the seat of  learning and Centre of the Religion 

promulgated by Gautama Buddha, who, having 

acquired every virtue and vanquished every foe, 

attained Buddhahood beneath the golden banyan tree 

which germinated simultaneously with his final birth. 

The villagers of Inwa(Ava) were also dedicated to the 

pagoda to look  

after it throughoutthe 5,000 years of the Religion.In 

accordance with a royal order issued on the 

2ndwaxing of Tazaungmon, 1843 A.D., the land 

attached to the Shwezigon pagoda, which is 

according to the inscription 700 Kaleletas square, 

should be demarcated with Boundary pillars. In order 

that the disputes regarding it has never solved, eight 

pillars were erected along the boundaries, and the 

facts is hereby recorded. 

Bodawpaya established Yadanabonkyaw monastery 

inscription in Amarapura within Mahamuni wall in 

1787 A.D. After defeating Singu Min and 

PaunggasaMaungMaung, Badon Min held two times 

coronations in 1782 A.D. and 1783A.D. In 1787A.D. 

Bodawpaya constructed the building for enshrine the 

Mahamuni image to be cost for 500,000 kyats. The 

following building position was arranged that there 

were totally about 59 cubit measure for length and 6 

inches pillars, among them 7 pillars aliened from east 

to west , 4 pillars from south to north in center , 

totally about 11 pillars were put forward edge. The 

following building contained about teak 36 pillars for 

main structure, 34 pillars for surrounding or 

enclosure, 49 cubit measure for length of beam 

supporting the floor-joists, 58 pillars lying from the 

set of outermost house posts, 50 pillars for the set of 

house posts erected between the innermost and 

outlying posts. In 1789A.D. this building named as 

Yadanabonkyaw, was offered to 

SayadawNayabivandhamasaenapati- ahadhamayaza- 

dhinguru. At this ceremony, the 1000 monks were 
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supplied with food and robes. The ti (umbrella) of 

Mousaw pagoda in Hanthawaddy city was set up and 

the water-pouring was performed by the emperor in 

person with great pomp and ceremony. May the 

pagoda and the new ti last long? 

 The most important moaukwan: of the period are 

those written by WakmaswatNawade: who wrote 

about fifteen of them. The well-known ones are 

Asamnuinmoaukwan—the conquests of Assam i.e. 

Assamese campaigns undertaken during the reigns of 

Bodawpaya and Bagyidaw and the Tarup san 

yokmoaukwan: -the arrival of the Chinese embassy 

written in 1823.Assam nuinmoaukwan described 

military operations in 1816,1818 and 1821-22. In 

those operations, war was led by General 

MaharBandoola against Assam getting the aid of East 

India Company. This point is the seed of First 

Myanmar –British War. The 

Tarupsamyokmoaukwan: is connected with Assam 

nuin because in both there is mention that when the 

armies returned from Assam, they met the Chinese 

embassy which had arrived in Bhamo. The work 

deals with the Chinese missions of 1821 and 1822 

and the Myanmar embassy which accompanied the 

returning Chinese mission to the Court of Peking in 

1823. 

A large number of treatises were written during the 

period on various subjects but we shall deal with only 

those which bear some reference to history. As these 

even are of a large number we shall discuss only 

those that are absolutely essential to historians here. 

The first that comes to mind is the 

LokabyuhaAnyumCatam: written in 1757 by 

SiriUjana who served under the last three kings of 

Ava period. He belonged to a family of clerks and 

began his career as an apprentice clerk to his father, 

the Chief Clerk of the Hluttaw in the reign of King 

Sane (1698-1714) and ended up as a wungyi in the 

reign of Mahadhammarajadhipati .In 1751 when the 

Mons captured Ava and took captive the whole 

Myanmar royal family and some of the court to 

Bagohe was one of those taken away. When 

Alaungpaya captured Bago in 1757 and liberated the 

Myanmar there, he went back with Alaungpaya to 

Ava. 

There are different from another 

LokabyuhaAnyumCatam: edited in 1958 by U Pho 

Laltt . The order was that by family generation he 

served as royal clerks in the palace in 1753 he was 

appointed as an official clerk and gradually promoted 

as Wundauk during the reign of Tanaganwe Min. 

During the reign of HanthawaddyMin, he was 

promoted as Letyarnandathu, Thirizayathinkhayar, 

and end up as Wundauk. He was offered as 

Naymyothihathu title and ended up as Minister. There 

he wrote this work on the ceremonial side of court 

life from his observations of the past three reigns. The 

book is divided into nine parts or chapters. Here we 

shall enumerate the broad headings only- the 

investiture of the Crown Prince, the state functions 

pertaining to a Crown Prince, the ceremonial 

accession of the throne, the ceremonies in connection 

with the arrival of embassies, the state functions of a 

king, the giving of insignias of rank to princes and 

various officials, the various insignias e.g. orchestra, 

umbrellas, swords, betel receptacles, etc., the 

cremation of various ranks, and the twelve monthly 

festivals. 

There are different from another 

LokabyuhaAnyumCatam: edited in 1958 by U Pho 

Latt .The following was that it is a long treatise 

depicting royal tradition and customs. The book is 

divided into 14 parts or chapters. Here we shall 

enumerate the broad headings – the investiture of the 

Crown Prince, the state functions pertaining to a 

Crown Prince, the ceremonial building to the royal 

house , the ceremonial attending to the council of 

ministers in the time of Myanmar kings , the 

ceremonial paying obeisance in the end of the 

Buddhist Lent and beginning of the Buddhist Lent, 

the ceremonial burying of dead king on the ground,  

coronation abhisekaceremony of king , the 

ceremonial bulletin predicting the time of transition 

into the new year, the ceremonies in connection with 

the arrival of Sawbwas and Myosars , the ceremonies 

in accepting with  the offering respect of Princess, the 

giving of insignias of rank to Myosars and leader of 

village, the ceremonial taking an oath of allegiance, 

the giving of insignias of rank to Queen and Princes, 

the ceremonial burying of dead King, Queen, female 

personal attendant to a King or Queen, Crown Prince, 

Princes, Ministers, second-in-command of a military 

unit, Shan chieftains, presiding monk of a Buddhist 

monastery and Mayor  and the twelve monthly 

festivals. During Konbaung dynasty period, it has 

sacred educated person who composed many treaties 

of historical, political and social importance. 

The most important types of literature are ekhyan:, 

and pyui. The most important ekhyan: of this period 

is Calan:ca: Mon Pon: Khyonekhyan: by 

RhwetonNandamit. The Prince is King Hsinbyushin’s 

son. In this classical song, royal family descent and 

Alaungmintaya’s uprising activities were 

emphasized. Mons forces were repelled at 

Kyakmyaung site by Alaungmintaya and 

grandsonMyaydu prince. In this song, there was 

historical event of relation with East India Company 

while Alaungmintaya was staying at Dagon, the 

representative of East India Company came and 

offered textile sheets as presents to the royal king. 

Mayor of Thanlyin attacked against Alaungmintaya’s 

forces with seven war ships but failed. Later, British 

East India Company made a courteous behavior to the 

king as a diplomatic group consisted of three men 

including with Captain Hunder. 

ShwedaungNandameik seemed to assume Americans 

and French as the same racial stock. Moreover 

KonbaungsetMahayaza treatise set as not mentioned 

French leader Bruno were subdued by the royal king. 

Actually, just as Alaungpaya was winning his first 
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victories in 1752, Bruno duly returned to Bagoas the 

resident representative of the French and became in 

effect the political and military adviser to the Mons. 

Bruno as the resident representative of the French, 

would present to the king cannons, muskets and 

ammunition.. As Hshinphysin was the father of Mon 

Pon: Khyon, suzerainty   of Hsinphyshin was 

emphasized by repulsing Chinese forces even 

comparing Hsinphushin with Lord Buddha. 

There is a conformity history background of whether 

giving present of cannons, muskets and ammunition 

to Alaungpaya by Bruno or not. In 1756 

Alaungpayaagain went to Rangoon and directed 

operations against Syriam. Even before he arrived, 

the Burma garrison at Rangoon had already stopped 

all communications between Syriam and Bago .The 

inhabitants of Syriam were starving but port was still 

well defended under the direction of Bruno himself. 

Alaungpaya was in a good mood and granted 

audiences to the representatives of the English at 

Negrais. In return for vital military equipment, which 

they undertook to supply, Alaungpaya gave official 

permission for the settlement to remain at Negrais 

and for another factory to be built at Pathein. Then 

Alaungpaya laid siege to Syriam in earnest, but eight 

months went by and the city had not fallen. He 

needed more arms and ammunition, and when his 

requests were not fully met by the settlement at 

Negrais he began to suspect that the English were 

deliberately keeping him in short supply. 

In the meantime Bruno was sending message after 

message to Pondicherry for reinforcements. 

Alaungpaya became anxious lest French ships should 

arrive from India to break the siege, and so he called 

for volunteers. He selected ninety-three out of those 

who came forward and instructed them to scale the 

walls. One dark night this company of commandos, 

known later as ―The Golden Company of Syriam,‖ 

successfully scaled the walls and after desperate 

hand-to-hand fighting they opened the gates for their 

comrades. Bruno and his French gunners fought back 

but were soon overcome. The following morning in 

the market square Alaungpaya heaped the gold and 

silver captured in the city and presented it as reward 

to some twenty survivors of the Golden Company and 

to the families of those who had fallen. Two or three 

days later three relief ships with cargoes of arms and 

ammunition and food arrived, and the Myanmar 

succeeded in capturing two of them. Bruno and a few 

of his senior officers were executed, and the rest of 

the French contingent were either impressed into 

royal service or resettled at the Roman Catholic 

villages in Upper Burma, where the descendants of de 

Brito’s followers were living. 

There is different from another Calan: ca Mon Pon: 

Khyonekhyan:. In it, in addition to the ordinary 

history- legendary and otherwise beginning from 

Mahasamata, the campaigns of Alaungpaya are 

included at length and those of Hsinbyushin including 

his war against the Siamese,Chiengmai, Vienchang 

and Chinese, etc. Then there is the Can ku:man: 

rhwena:yoau swan: ekhyon: generally known as 

Palipca:ekhyan:because it was composed by U 

Phyoau Lord of Palip. This ekhyan was written at the 

request of King Singu who tutor he was. This ekhyan: 

is regarded by students of literature as the elite of 

ekhyan. They say this because it gives the list of 

kings from Mahasamata with the length of reign of 

each king, thus making an abridged and concise U 

Kala: MahaRajawan. Moreover it is of high literary 

value and is a guide to spelling. Thus they say it is a 

chronicle in itself and a boon to historians. I am 

afraid that I cannot agree with them. From the 

historian’s point of view one of the best ekhyan is 

Cackuin: Man: Nancanekhyan: by Twan:san: 

tuikwanMahaCansu. This may be the ekhyan: which 

later writers mention as myui: toau can ekhyan:. This 

historical ballad begins with the words 

―Bhaddakamba/ poau u:khaka‖. Here he gives a list 

of king from Mahasamata down to Bodawpaya as it 

was written in 1146s (1784A.D). The improvement 

over the Palipca: ekhyan: is that he gives the date of 

accession of each king from Anawrahta onwards 

mostly from epigraphically sources. In his conclusion 

to the ekhyan: he said that the history of the Bagan, 

Myinzaing, Sagaing, Pinya, and Ava periods by 

previous authors had many errors regarding the dates 

of accession, etc.in them. He had checked them with 

original epigraphs and given the right dates (verse-

35).It is not surprising that MahaCansu wrote such a 

work of high historical value considering that a few 

years later –in about 1790- he wrote the Rajawansac- 

New Chronicle, which exploded traditional histories. 

The Prince of Sagaing to whom this ekhyan: was 

dedicated, is Bodawpaya’s grandson born of his son 

the heir Apparent, and his daughter the Princess of 

Taungdwin.  When he grew up, he became King 

Bagyidaw(1819-37). In the same year i.e. 1784 

another eminent poet U Tui:(U Toe) the author  of the 

Rama Rakanwrote an ekhyan: dedicated to the same 

prince. It is well written and gives a splendid account 

of the history of Alaungpaya and his sons. He even 

included the affair of MaungMaung- the seven days’ 

King, at length and also the revolt of Na Phub: which 

occurred soon after Bodawpaya’s accession. 

The principal pyui of the period are the 

Abhiruka,Ballatiya,Candannari,MahaJanaka(Jataka 

No.539), Kusapyui (Jataka No.531),Utinnapyui 

(Dhammapada commentary) and MahaJanakapyui. 

Abhiruka was composed by MinhlayarzarKyawhtin. 

It expressed royal ceremonies and white umbrella. 

Besides it described applying suitable servants with 

honors and titles. Moreover it described wearing and 

clothing style in court environment. Those were 

composed by Mayor of Sawhla town. He composed 

the hard life styles of farmers and poor people. In 

conclusion he composed the pyui by order of 

daughter of King Mindon. He served in royal palace 

for four kings. Moreover he appreciated himself. He 

composedAbhirukapyui, Kaleikbowdipyui, 
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Ahkeittipyui, Mahapodumapyui and record of 

significant events meant to last. 

OnmadantiPyui composed by Mahaminhlamingaung 

U Shyun consists of no evident facts of history. But it 

consisted of civil facts-for example, Myanmar people 

believe in witchcraft and black magic. In conclusion 

it contained- area of Myanmar kingdom and grand 

fashion of Amarapura royal palace. Since early days, 

there were Buddhist monuments, monasteries, 

recluse, and meditation caves on these pleasant forest 

hill ranges. Amarapura capital city was right on the 

eastern bank of the Ayeyawady River. He also 

described how royal kings awarded headman of 

Cimi:kon village as BaganMyowun title and town 

and regalia as reward. U Shyunhad composed 

MahathudathawmaPyui,MahawpathanaganPyui, 

MahawoominganPyui, TharabingaPyui, 

GamanisandaPyui,ZanakaPyui, Lyrical ode answer 

onToungoo, astrology treaties, enlarged, detailed and 

explanatory work Pharmaceutical treatise, 

mineraltreatise, Grammar, song and ekhyan:. 

In KuthaPyui composed by Shin 

ArdeiksaWunthaArdeiksaranthin of Monyway 

contained many historically evident facts and data 

,ethnic races such as Zinmai, Assam, Myanmar, Mon, 

Kyun, Yun, Siam, Sanda,Kon,Thet and Tayet lived in 

Malala kingdom. Moreover, it described the cannon 

on defense of Palace. It is interested that there is 

cannon in ancient time. It described how to erect 

color painting and carve eight edges and 

commemorative pillars or obelisks beside a gateway 

in a place or town wall. 

The civil, military and judicial branches of 

administration were carried out by the five courts 

which usually went by the name of HlutyonNgayat. 

These five courts or HlutyonNgayat were the 

Hluttaw, Byedike, Sheyon,Tarayon and Anaukyon. 

There are various kinds of Brahmins who worshipped 

nats six sects such as Beikthano, Mahapinnai, 

Thuriyasandi, Paramithoura,Paramahanthou and Fire 

nat. In KuthaPyui, ceremonies of royal babies after 

birth were described. As usual the most auspicious 

moment had to be chosen. The offering prepared for 

the twenty-eight Nat viz. guardians of the city, the 

Palace, central spire, parents, grandparents and 

personal guardian spirit offered sugar-cane, banana, 

tobacco, betel and tray, for the 28 natviz.Brahma, 

Tree spinet, Mahapinnai, Kalanat, Fire spirit, 

Rakkhuik,Waruna, Sanira, Paramasvara, Anandara. 

The Brahman figure was made ofKusu grass to the 

height of a cubit, sitting cross-legged with the left 

hand resting on the left knee, the right upraised. It 

was dressed in white cloth, puchui: with a red 

headdress of nine spikes and gold stick flower, style 

of kicking up a cane-ball of thread, bedstead in one 

cubit length and one ft.  height. Horse and elephant 

toys were placed in front of it, i.e. pots, bowls, cups, 

baskets, receptacles, salvers, caskets. A brass tray for 

the kubbhi: offering was also placed on the cot. 

 SandakennariPyuicomposed by Mayor of Sawhla-

MinhlayazaKyawhtin or U Shwe Chi in 1850, was 

expressed as one hundred and one ethnic races 

different from KuthaPyuiof Monyway monk vividly 

included western races- as British, Greek, American. 

There was order of king to instruct and observe on 

capital administer the Grand officers. When royal 

king went out for hunting, he had ordered- his 

ministers to administer the country with peace and 

order- just, fair, equity and justice. The king took off 

coronation regalia when going out for hunting- 

specific names of regalia were expressed. He also 

described the hard life of farmers. He informed about 

internal and external diamonds, white diamond, blue 

diamond, yellow diamond and black diamond, etc. 

 Twinthinmingyi composed Banlatiyapyui in 1792 and 

it is a first class pyui. When he mentioned one 

hundred and one ethnic races, it was likely 

mentioning- ethnic races of Myanmar kingdom. In 

conclusion, he mentioned about himself seeming to 

beresponsible and important minister of the royal 

king who founded Amarapura and palace builder. 

    

 

CONCLUSION  

 

The Konbaung period produced many non-religious 

literary works. Inscriptions were good research 

material and they reflect the administrative, religion 

and social life of the period under survey. There were 

many non-religious works in the Konbaung period. In 

non-religious literature we often find references to the 

administrative, economic and social life of his period.  

A large number of treaties were written during this 

period on various subjects but we shall deal with 

those which bear some references to history. The 

LokabyuhaAnyumCatam: was written in1757 by 

SiriUjana who served under the last three kings of the 

Ava period. There were he wrote this work on the 

ceremonial side of court life from his observations of 

the past three reigns. The book is divided into nine 

parts or chapters. There are different from another 

LokabyuhaAnyumCatam: edited in 1958 by U Pho 

Latt. It is a long treatise depicting royal tradition and 

customs. The book is divided into fourteen parts or 

chapters.  

The most important types of literature are 

ekhyan:,moaukwan and Pyui:. The most important 

ekhyan: of this period are Calan:ca: Mon 

PonKhyanekhyan: by RhwetonNandamit. In this 

classical song, royal family descent and 

alaungmintaya’s uprising activities were emphasized. 

There are different from another Calan:ca Mon 

ponKhyanekhyan:. In it, in addition to the ordinary 

history-legendary and otherwise beginning from 

Mahasamata, the campaigns of Alaungpaya are 

included at length and those of Hsinbyushin including 

his war against the Siamese, Chiengmai, Vienchang 

and Chinese, etc. 
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The most important moaukwan: of this period are 

those written by Wakmaswat Nawade: who wrote 

about fifteen of them. The well-known ones are 

Assam nuinmoaukwan:- the conquests of Assam that 

is Assamese campaigns undertaken during the reigns 

of Bodawpaya and Bagyidaw and the Tarup san 

yokmoaukwan:- the arrival of Chinese embassy 

written in 1823.  

The principal pyui of the period are the Abhiruka, 

Ballatiya,Candannari, MahaJanaka (Jataka No.539), 

Kusapyui (Jataka No.531), Utinnapyui(Dhammapada 

commentary) and MahaJanakapyui. Abhirukapyui 

was composed by MinhlayarzarKyawhtin. It 

expressed royal ceremonies and white umbrella. He 

composed Abhirukapyui, KaleikBowdipyui, 

Ahkeittipyui, Mahapodumapyui and record of 

significant events meant to last. Onmadantipyui 

composed by Mahaminhlamingaung U Shyun 

consists of no evident facts of history but it consisted 

of civil facts- for example, Myanmar people believe 

in witchcraft and black magic. In Kuthapyui 

composed by Shin ArdeiksaWunthaArdeiksaranthin 

of Monyway contained many historically evident 

facts and data, ethnic races a such as Zinmai, Assam, 

Myanmar, Mon, Kyun, Yun, Siam, Sanda, Kon, Thet 

and Tayet lived in Malala kingdom. 

Sandakennaripyui composed by Mayor of Sawhla- 

MinhlayazaKyawhtin or U Shwe Chi in 1850, was 

expressed to one hundred and one ethnic races. It is 

different from Kuthapyui of Monyway monk vividly 

included western races- such as British, Greek, 

American. Twinthinmingyi composed Banlatiyapyui 

in 1792 and it is a first class pyui. When he 

mentioned one hundred and one ethnic races, it was 

likely mentioning – ethnicraces of Myanmar 

kingdom. 

As my result outcome, literature promote the cultures 

and traditions of ethnic notional races whose social 

and economic conditions and language and culture 

lag behind others and promote the image of the nation 

in the new age under the new political system by 

following the ethnic of researchers and preserving the 

tradition of serving the interest of the people and the 

nation. 
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